We provide a revision to the calculation of effect sizes and heterogeneity statistics in our original article, 'Facultative primary sex ratio variation: a lack of evidence in birds' (Ewen et al. 2004) . Our revision shows that significant heterogeneity in sex ratio study effect sizes does indeed exist and that for a series of key traits the average effect sizes (while still weak) are in fact significantly different from zero.
INTRODUCTION
In our earlier analysis of facultative primary sex ratio adjustment we concluded that facultative control of offspring sex is not a characteristic biological phenomenon in breeding birds (Ewen et al. 2004) . It has recently been communicated to us that our spreadsheet calculation of Fisher's Z-transformed effect size was based on an erroneous function. We have corrected this calculation and re-analysed the dataset using meta-analysis code in SAS v. 8.02 (see White et al. in press) . Note that the data, methods and formulae given in Ewen et al. (2004) remain correct and the only misleading result is the quantification and interpretation of heterogeneity across the Z-transformed effect sizes. We hope that by highlighting our own unfortunate mistake, results from the first analysis will not be over-interpreted or hinder the findings of recent studies, which continue to expand this exciting field of research. Importantly, we do not want future publications to erroneously highlight their own effect sizes as outliers based on our previous results. We reiterate our wish that biologists continue to provide empirical evidence to further develop the revised patterns we present. Our methods follow Hedges & Olkin (1985) and Ewen et al. (2004) .
RESULTS
The common weighted averages (overall mean effect size (95% CI)) in relation to both biological traits (0.01 (K0.01, 0.03)) and temporal traits (K0.01 (K0.04, 0.02)) did not differ significantly from zero (Z STAT(BIOLOGICAL) Z1.3; Z STAT(TEMPORAL) ZK0.6). However, heterogeneity in effect sizes across both biological traits (nZ139, QZ350.5) and temporal traits (nZ75, QZ270.9) were highly significant (cf. Ewen et al. 2004 ) and we therefore proceed to partition this heterogeneity by the individual traits given in Ewen et al. (2004) , using a categorical model fitting procedure (sensu Hedges & Olkin 1985) . Based on this partitioning we identified three variables (male quality (nZ17) ZCZ0.08 (0.03, 0.14); laying sequence (nZ32) ZCZK0.15 (K0.21, K0.09); and season (nZ33) ZCZ0.04 (0.01, 0.08)) with common weighted averages significantly different from zero (figure 1). Significant heterogeneity in these traits was unexplained (male quality, QZ39.1; laying sequence, QZ150.4; season, QZ70.8). In all other traits common weighted average effect sizes were not significantly different from zero and unexplained heterogeneity was only significant in the biological trait territory quality (nZ18, QZ139.5).
DISCUSSION
Our revised results confirm that, in the majority of cases, the overall trend for facultative control of offspring sex in birds is noticeably weak (figure 1). However, contrary to our previous finding we acknowledge that significant heterogeneity across studies does indeed exist. Importantly, as well as the previously highlighted significant heterogeneity among studies of territory quality (figure 1), common weighted average effect sizes for the traits male quality, laying sequence and season were individually all significantly different from zero. These results will be of particular interest to the authors of previous verbal reviews (Krackow 1999 Figure 1 . Bivariate funnel plot of the relationship between sex ratio adjustment and biological (triangles; nZ139) or temporal (squares; nZ75) traits sensu Ewen et al. (2004) . Overlaid significance lines are calculated for aZ0.05 following Sutton (1990) . Open symbols indicate the three study parameters with common weighted average effect sizes significantly different from zero (male quality a biological trait Z STAT Z2.9, nZ17, p!0.005; laying sequence a temporal trait Z STAT ZK4.9, nZ32, p!0.001; and season a temporal trait Z STAT Z2.3, nZ33, p!0.05). The three marked observations refer to outliers for territory quality (a biological trait) previously identified in Ewen et al. (2004) recent quantitative review (West & Sheldon 2002) proposing that facultative female sex ratio adjustment was a consistent finding of empirical studies. In addition, our revision provides confidence, as well as important future research directions, for authors challenged by the overall lack of trends previously reported (e.g. see Dowling & Mulder 2006 ). Although we do not promote a conclusion of widespread facultative control of primary sex ratio by females, we do now support a weak pattern under specific biological and temporal traits. We trust that the importance of our revised findings are not overshadowed by the previous error.
